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a b s t r a c t
Differential settlements have adverse effects on the serviceability and stability of vaulted masonry structures. However, the existing monitoring and assessment techniques do not capture these effects in sufficient detail. In this paper, a new approach is proposed to better describe the influence of support
movements on barrel vaults. In this approach, laser scan point clouds of a settling vaulted structure
are compared. Different cloud comparison methods are used to accurately identify the displacements
of small point cloud segments. In particular, a new cloud comparison method, which modifies the
well-known iterative closest point (ICP) registration algorithm, is developed. By constraining ICP to
ensure displacement continuity between adjoining point cloud segments, three dimensional movement
estimates of the structure are obtained. These estimates delineate the settlement response by indicating
the location and magnitude of cracking. This rich information is then used to identify the settlement
response mechanism of the vault using limit state numerical analysis. Finally, by interpreting the numerical results with relevant serviceability criteria, a new method to quantify the influence of settlements on
barrel vaulted masonry structures is proposed. This damage assessment technique is used to evaluate
observed damage due to piling-induced settlements in a masonry viaduct at London Bridge Station.
Ó 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
A major reason for differential settlements in urban areas is
nearby underground construction works [1,2]. As excavation works
are carried out, settlements and horizontal movements of nearby
structures are inevitable. As a result, the differential movements
in abutments, piers and foundations are a recurring problem for
vaulted masonry structures [3–9]. These movements can threaten
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the structures’ serviceability and stability and they need to be
controlled.
Of particular concern are the serviceability issues, which arise
as a result of differential movements. For instance, in masonry railway viaducts, differential settlements of piers may result in track
deformations, causing changes in cant, twist and vertical alignment. It is important to measure and/or predict the displacement
response at many locations in the vault to infer these movements.
More generally, support movements may cause the formation of
mechanisms in masonry vaults, which result in cracking. These
cracks may deteriorate over time, due to environmental [10] and
mechanical effects, such as fatigue and creep [11]. Therefore it is
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essential to quantify the location and magnitude of settlementinduced cracking.
Commonly used monitoring techniques provide limited understanding of structural response to settlements. Monitoring is
achieved by tracking the absolute displacements of a number of
discrete targets on the structure with total stations. Engineers
use differential measurements between these sparsely placed targets to correlate the observed movements to damage levels [2,12].
However, as observed in a recent study, it remains difficult to reliably relate displacement signals from a few monitoring targets to
serviceability limits or damage [13]. To quantify the influence of
settlements, it is necessary to have a more detailed description of
the displacement response of the vault.
The currently available settlement induced damage assessment
techniques can be improved to become more reliable for vaulted
structures. The assessment of settlement induced damage is often
performed on the basis of highly uncertain estimates of ground
movements. Further uncertainty and errors are introduced with
the simplification of the mechanical representation of structures
[14]. For instance, complex structures are typically represented
with elastic beams and the damage in these models is quantified
with semi-empirical techniques, which correlate the observed tensile strains to the magnitude and extent of cracking [1,2]. While
these assessment tools may be effective for simple facades and
framed buildings, it is shown in this study that they do not capture
the mechanical behaviour of more complex vaulted masonry
structures.
To overcome these challenges, alternative approaches for monitoring and assessing settlement-induced damage in masonry
vaulted structures are proposed in this study. Primarily, this entails
a new monitoring technique, which utilises several laser scan point
clouds of the structure, collected during ground works. The point
cloud data is processed with a range of techniques including primitive shape fitting [15], cloud-cloud distance comparison [16] and
rigid body cloud registration [17] to infer displacements from point
clouds. With this approach, instead of measuring the displacement
of a few discrete points on the structure, 3D displacements of all
visible surfaces on the intrados of the arch can be obtained. Then,
by using this information, it is possible to track the rotation and
lateral displacement of piers as well as continuous longitudinal
and transverse displacement profiles of the arch barrel. This rich
information allows a conservative estimation of emerging crack
opening and track displacement parameters, which are useful for
determining the serviceability of the investigated structure. The
displacement data is also useful for investigating the accuracy of
simple modelling tools, which may be used in lieu of the aforementioned beam methods to capture the settlement response behaviour. For this purpose, the paper examines the accuracy of a
simple limit analysis based damage assessment approach. The utility of this modelling approach for providing a preliminary damage
assessment for a given support settlement is also explored.
The paper is organised as follows. First, a case study from the
London Bridge Station redevelopment project, is described in Section 2 to introduce the current techniques of monitoring and
assessing settlement-induced damage and discuss their shortcomings. Then, a new monitoring technique, which utilises point
clouds, is developed in Section 3. For the development, the accuracy of established methods of cloud comparison and registration
techniques are evaluated, highlighting the difficulties in estimating
accurate displacements using these methods. Suitable modifications to these techniques are then proposed to develop point cloud
data processing algorithms which provide continuous 3D deformation profiles. Such information is particularly useful for estimating
damage due to movements. On the basis of these results, new
mechanical models for damage assessment are proposed in Section 4. These models are based on limit analyses of masonry arches
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and provide direct indicators of damage. Finally, upon validating
these models with point cloud data, new damage assessment maps
are proposed for settlement-induced damage in vaulted masonry
structures in Section 5.

2. The case study
London Bridge Station is a historic railway station composed of a
series of brick-built viaducts, originally constructed in various
phases during the 19th century. As a part of the recent redevelopment works involving removal and replacement of sections of the
viaducts, new piles were constructed in these viaducts, whilst the
tracks above remained operational. The piles formed the foundation
of buttress walls, which were constructed later. These buttress walls
were designed to take the thrust from neighbouring barrel vaults
after the demolition of a part of the masonry viaduct for the construction of the new station. This sequence of construction is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1a. The critical investigation phase
which caused significant settlements is the piling phase, Phase 1.
The piles were constructed in Arch E55 but this case study will
examine the neighbouring Arch E57, which was not demolished.
The location and construction sequence of piles is illustrated in
Fig. 1b. All piles were 0.45 m in diameter, 25 m in length and were
constructed using a segmental flight auger. The construction of
piles started on 31.01.13 from the north and progressed towards
the south. Piling works finished on 16.08.13. In this period, 105
piles were constructed. Construction of buttress walls followed
shortly after, and was completed before 21.11.13.
Fig. 2 illustrates the internal construction of the examined Arch
E57 with a longitudinal section view. The barrel vault has a square
span of 9.6 m and a rise of 2.2 m. The multi-ring arch is wellbonded and is 0.7 m thick. It is supported by 1.6 m thick piers of
solid brick. Above the piers is 1.9 m backing and 1.4 m wellcompacted soil fill, which together support the track ballast. It is
noteworthy that a bitumen waterproofing layer exists between
the fill and the backing, which is designed to divert the draining
water to discharge from the piers. The piers themselves are supported on shallow foundations of lime concrete, which bear onto
alluvial ground.
The plan view in Fig. 3a shows that Arch E57 has a width of
27 m. Two cross-passages allow access to the neighbouring arches
and are located centrally. Fig. 3a also highlights six longitudinal
sections, shown with dashed lines, where monitoring targets were
placed. Two of the six longitudinal sections monitored with total
stations are highlighted. The one in the north is labelled L1 and
the one in the south is labelled L2. In addition, T1, a transverse section of the bridge, running along its crown, is also highlighted.
In each longitudinal section, monitoring targets were placed at
the eastern and western springing points and the crown. Monitoring results for the section L1 are demonstrated with vector plots in
Fig. 3b, where the lateral and vertical movements in the longitudinal plane are respectively denoted by DX and DZ. The transverse
deflections DY are not reported, as they were negligible. The top
row of Fig. 3b shows the recorded movements of targets (in mm)
on 05.03.13, by which time 50% of the piles in Arch E57 had been
constructed. The bottom row shows the recorded movements on
23.11.13, after the construction works finished. As expected, significant vertical settlements are observed on the western side for both
dates. This movement is accompanied by considerable lateral
movement of the pier top. However, negligible movement is
observed on the eastern springing.
The monitoring data in Fig. 3b is analysed further in Table 1. In
this table, the differential vertical settlement of piers (denoted by
Dpv ) and the span change due to differential lateral movements
(denoted by Dph ) are reported. The results from L1 and L2 are
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic and (b) plan view illustrating the piling, buttress wall construction and demolition works which caused settlements in the masonry arch E57.

Fig. 2. Section view illustrating the internal construction and likely dimensions of Arch E57 (Modified from an original drawing by Alan Baxter Associates [18]).

similar, indicating that the piling-induced settlements were spread
over a large area. Therefore, the following discussions will only
focus on data from L1.
The differential vertical settlement for L1 increases from
23.1 mm to 42.7 mm in the investigated period. This corresponds
to a similar increase in the deflection ratio, which is defined as
the differential vertical movements normalised by the span length.
However, the corresponding angular distortion during the same
period demonstrates a small decrease. Angular distortion, b, is a
measure of the relative movement of the crown with respect to
the springing points [12]. It is calculated using the following formula for the longitudinal section:

b¼

j2DZ C  ðDZ WS þ DZ ES Þj
L

ð1Þ

where DZ C , DZ WS and DZ ES are the vertical movements experienced
by the crown, western and eastern springing points. L is the span. In
the investigated case, the crown movement is roughly proportional
to the differential vertical settlement of the piers. This explains why

negligibly small angular distortions of 0.00014 and 0.00011 were
calculated for section L1 during and after piling.
On 05.03.13 and 23.11.13, a span opening of approximately
5 mm is recorded for L1. Fig. 3b indicates that significant lateral
movements of both piers are observed between these two dates,
which do not appear to cause further span opening. Therefore,
the horizontal strain, defined as the ratio of span change and span
length, remains approximately the same for both dates. At this
stage, the displacement measurements by total stations demonstrated daily fluctuation of +-3 mm and this may have affected
the results.
The angular distortion and horizontal strain values from Table 1
were utilised for the calculation of a damage category by the engineers [19]. The underlying assumptions which are used to relate
displacements to damage are discussed in [12] but are briefly summarised here. These assumptions are derived from Boscardin and
Cording’s seminal study [2], where the structure undergoing settlement and horizontal movement is represented by an elastic deep
beam with a height to length ratio of 1. The maximum strains
experienced by the beam due to the observed relative deflections
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Fig. 3. (a) Plan and (b) section views of Arch E57 illustrating the location of monitored sections. In particular, (b) shows the movements records by total stations due to piling
works.

Table 1
Critical differential settlement parameters recorded by total stations.
Date

L1
L2

05.03.13
23.11.13
05.03.13
23.11.13

Differential vertical settlement of piers
Dpv (mm)

Deflection ratio,

23.1
42.7
21.1
42.2

0.24
0.45
0.22
0.44

Dpv
L

(%)

are calculated with closed-form equations which use the angular
distortion and horizontal strain as input. Then, by comparing the
maximum experienced strains with previously categorised values
of limiting tensile strain [1], a damage category is calculated. This
damage category is expected to relate to the width and extent of
cracking. For instance, very slight damage is experienced when
the calculated tensile strain is between 0.05 and 0.075% and the
crack width is less than 1 mm. These limiting strain values and
the crack widths were empirically defined [1].
Utilising this approach for a longitudinal section of the masonry
vault suggested very slight damage, as the observed horizontal
strains and angular distortions were smaller than the slight damage category thresholds, which are respectively 0.0008 and
0.0016 rad. Ordinarily, the very slight damage state would indicate
cracking less than 1 mm [1]. However, the calculation of negligible
angular distortions for significant vertical settlements indicates the
unsuitability of this method. More appropriate mechanical models
are proposed to tackle this issue in Section 4.2 of this paper.
As shown in Fig. 4, significant vertical and horizontal movements induced by piling were detected by engineers. An alarm
was triggered when the crown displacements exceeded 20 mm in
Arch E57. The following visual inspection of the vault revealed that,
contrary to the very slight damage state calculated in Table 1, the
arch sustained notable cracking, particularly on the western side.
This transverse intrados crack is sketched in the plan view of Arch

Angular distortion
b (rad)

Span change
Dph (mm)

Horizontal strain,

0.00014
0.00011
0.00047
0.00031

4.7
5.3
4
5.2

0.00049
0.00055
0.00042
0.00055

Dph
L

(rad)

Damage
category
Very
Very
Very
Very

slight
slight
slight
slight

E57 in Fig. 4a where it extends throughout the transverse length of
the vault. Around this crack, water patches could be observed.
These patches indicate that the arch response mechanisms have
disturbed the waterproofing layer located between the arch and
the fill (see Fig. 2). As a result, water appears to drain in the vicinity
of the induced crack. On the eastern side of Arch E57, existing
cracks were visible but no new crack formation was observed.
However, abundant water patches in this region are indicative of
a potential extrados crack.
The emerging cracks did not pose any stability issues and the
trains were permitted to continue operation as usual during this
period. However, in order to better understand the observed damage, further work was required. In the following section, new point
cloud monitoring techniques are developed to achieve this.
3. Point cloud monitoring
Laser scanning is a non-destructive, non-contact and precise
distance measurement technology. Along with structure-frommotion digital photogrammetry techniques [20], it is used to generate three dimensional point clouds of the structure. In the last
decades, point cloud data has found new uses in the evaluation
of historic masonry structures. The applications range from the
detailed documentation of historic buildings [21,22] and structural
geometry [23–25] to the identification of material damage [26] and
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Fig. 4. (a) Plan view and (b) photo demonstrating the damage sustained by the masonry arch E57 during piling work, in the form of cracking and water patches. The photo
shows the central and southwestern section of Arch E57.

geometric anomalies [15,27]. There has been recent use of point
cloud data for structural health monitoring of masonry assets
[28,29], but these have been few in number.
In order to monitor the asset, laser scan surveys of Arch E57
were made before, during and after piling using a commercial laser
scanner by the contractor [29]. In the text, point clouds from these
surveys may be referred to as ‘before piling’, ‘during piling’ and
‘after piling’ point clouds. The plan view of a sample point cloud
that was obtained is shown in Fig. 5a (top). Then, in Fig. 5a (bottom), the dates, numbers and corresponding piling completion
rates for these scans are specified. It is noteworthy that these scan
dates correspond to the dates for which total station monitoring

data was examined in Section 2. In the current section, point cloud
data from these dates are compared.
To ensure successful point cloud comparisons, certain data collection and data processing requirements needed to be met. These
requirements are described in Table 2, alongside the workflow that
was adopted. Upon the application of the items 1–5 of this workflow, point cloud slices of sections L1 and L2 (see Fig. 2) were
obtained for each point cloud. As an example, the slice L1 of the
23.11.13 (after piling) point cloud is shown in Fig. 5b. Here, the colour of individual points is determined by laser intensity returns.
Following this, the slice was segmented into smaller units, in
accordance with item 6 of the workflow in Table 2. This segmented

Fig. 5. (a) Top view of a registered laser scan point cloud of Arch E57 with a table indicating the scan date, number of scans and corresponding piling status. Perspective view
of the monitoring section L1 (b) after the point cloud is processed and (c) segmented.
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Table 2
The observed workflow for data collection and processing point clouds for cloud comparison.
Workflow

Requirements

Application

1 – Data collection

High scan density is needed for accurate cloud
comparison.
Robust tie-point registration with well-spread targets is
necessary
A well-maintained survey network with high quality
control points is essential for georeferencing
Outliers and out of range laser scan points need to be
eliminated
Features which are not investigated (e.g. floors) and
which are not in both scans (e.g. a new pipe) need to be
removed
Data slices along longitudinal and transverse axes
facilitate structural analysis
To identify features which define these axes (e.g. a
bedding joint), laser scan intensity data is necessary.
Pier and vault components need to be segmented
The vault needs to be divided into sections of equal arc
length

Faro Focus X330 was used with a minimum of 2 scans.

2 – Registration

3 – Denoising
4 – Cleaning

5 – Data slicing

6 – Data segmentation

point cloud is shown in Fig. 5c, where each segment is shown with
a different colour. Each segment is also given a numerical ID, with
the westernmost segment being named as Segment 1, the next one
Segment 2, etc. As a result of this workflow, small georeferenced
point cloud segments of slices L1 and L2 were retrieved for all
examined dates. Georeferencing was done with respect to control
points established outside the zone of influence of ground works,
using the London survey grid.
The processed data was then used to determine displacements
using two cloud comparison methods. The first method computes
distances between clouds in desired directions using the M3C2
(Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison) method [16]. In
certain cases, these distances can be used to estimate the displacements. The second method is called the Piecewise Alignment
Method (PAM) [17]. Here, it is necessary to identify the corresponding sections of data from different point clouds and register
them to one another. This registration provides the translational
and rotational rigid body movements of the cloud between two
dates and allows the definition of displacement fields for all investigated points.
3.1. Application of the M3C2 method
The objective of the M3C2 method is to accurately determine
the distance between two point clouds in a desired direction. The
measurement direction is described by a unit vector. For this
example, a vertical vector can be considered. The first step of the
analysis is to specify a core point where the analysis will be conducted. Then, by projecting a vertical cylinder with a radius R
which passes through the core point, the points which remain in
the cylinder are identified for both clouds. Following that, the average positions of the identified points in each cloud are identified.
The difference between the elevations of these average positions
gives the vertical distance between clouds.
The process of averaging points within the cylinder is designed
to minimise distance measurement errors which arise due to laser
scan ranging error. Due to this, the M3C2 method is particularly
useful when comparing two (approximately) flat surfaces. Two
such surfaces are represented with noisy point clouds in Fig. 6a.
The second point cloud represents the same object as the first point
cloud, but it has been vertically displaced by Dv . The M3C2 method
can accurately determine this distance with minimal noise, due to
its averaging of points. In Fig. 6b, an alternative case is examined
when the second point cloud has moved laterally by Dh , following

Minimum of 3 sphere targets linked the scans. Coordinates of 3 of these were
determined by survey
Georeferencing errors less than 2 mm were achieved in the software FARO Scene
Statistical outlier removal filters are utilised in the software Cloud Compare
Segment tool in Cloud Compare is used manually for this purpose. This can be
done after data slicing
30 points were picked along the crown bedding joint and the best-fitting line
defines the transverse axis
Perpendicular longitudinal axes were then defined to extract slices in locations
L1 and L2 (see Fig. 3a).
Abrupt changes in surface normals were used for segmenting piers and the vault
The vault slice was modelled as an ideal cylinder, before unrolling it and dividing
it into sections of approximately equal arc length of 0.35 m, corresponding to 5
bricks

its vertical displacement. If the surface is flat, the lateral movements do not impact on the M3C2 estimation, which can still estimate the vertical displacement Dv well.
However, when a curved surface is considered, the relationship
between M3C2 estimations and vertical movements is less clear.
Consider the curved point clouds in Fig. 6c, which represent the
same curved surface, but one of them has been vertically displaced.
Here, the M3C2 method will be able to capture the vertical distance between clouds, but with significantly more noise than the
first examined case of a flat surface. The reason for this is the averaging of the elevation coordinates of points in a curved surface,
which inevitably results in more noise than on a flat surface. Next,
consider the case in Fig. 6d, where the second curved cloud is displaced vertically by the same amount Dv and then displaced horizontally by Dh . The displacement of Dh causes a reduction in the
vertical distance between the curved clouds. Therefore, for the
specific case shown in Fig. 6d, the M3C2 estimation DM3C2 will be
smaller than Dv . The magnitude of this difference between the
M3C2 estimation and the vertical deflections depends on the orientation of this cloud.
The previous discussions point out the limitations of the M3C2
method in estimating vertical displacements for curved surfaces.
The influence of these limitations is demonstrated in Fig. 7 where
total station and point cloud monitoring data from Arch E57 is
investigated. Fig. 7a shows the displacements estimated by comparing the longitudinal slice L1 retrieved from before and after piling clouds using the M3C2 method. In the M3C2 analysis, a radius R
of 5 cm was utilised. The raw M3C2 data has been filtered with a
Savitzky-Golay filter and both of these data sets are presented. In
Fig. 7b, the standard deviation of the points considered for the
M3C2 analysis are plotted. Fig. 7b demonstrates that the noise in
the M3C2 data induced by averaging the elevation coordinate of
points in curved surfaces is significant. According to Fig. 7b, a standard deviation close to 15 mm is observed at X ¼ 0 m and
X ¼ 9:6 m, near the springing points. Conversely, this standard
deviation is approximately 2 mm at the crown around X ¼ 4:8 m,
where the vault is the flattest. This explains the significant noise
observed in the Fig. 7a for the raw M3C2 results around the springing points. The noise is significantly less at the crown.
When the displacement estimates from the M3C2 method and
total station data are compared in Fig. 7a, it can be observed that
the M3C2 method estimates at the crown are accurate. Here, the
cloud is flat, and the vertical displacements are captured. However,
around the western springing point, the M3C2 method estimates
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Fig. 6. An illustration of M3C2 distance estimations for vertically and horizontally translating point clouds representing (a-b) flat and (c-d) curved surfaces.

15
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5

0
0

5

10

X (m)
(b )

Fig. 7. (a) Vertical displacements estimated for the slice L1 after piling on 23.11.13 using the M3C2 method and total station data and (b) standard deviation of Z coordinates
of points used in M3C2 analyses.

10 mm less vertical movement than the total station data. This is
due to the lateral movement of the western springing point, which
was measured as 8.5 mm in Fig. 2. This lateral movement causes
the vertical distance between clouds to get smaller, and the
M3C2 method can no longer accurately estimate the vertical displacements observed in the vault.
Fig. 7 demonstrates that determining the distance between
clouds is not sufficient to estimate vertical displacements of curved
surfaces around springing points. However, it also demonstrates
that the M3C2 method is reliable when determining vertical displacements of flat surfaces, such as locations around the crown.
In Fig. 8a, the vertical displacements of the crown of the arch are
plotted against distance along the transverse axis of the arch, along
the highlighted section T1 (see Fig. 3 for the location of this section). Similar to Fig. 7a, the raw and filtered M3C2 data, and total
station measurements are shown in Fig. 8a. Results show that the
M3C2 data is in good agreement with the total station data.
The M3C2 data generally remains within the 3 mm error band of

the total station data, and does not demonstrate significant
changes along the transverse length. In Fig. 8b, the standard deviation of the points considered for the M3C2 analysis are plotted.
Similar to the crown data from Fig. 7, the standard deviation of
points fluctuates around 2 mm.
The examples presented until this point have explored the use
of the M3C2 method for estimating vertical deflections. However,
the M3C2 method can also be used to determine displacements
of vertical surfaces in the horizontal direction. In order to estimate
the lateral deformations experienced at the top of the pier, the
M3C2 method is utilised with a radius R of 5 cm. Then, an average
M3C2 estimate was obtained and is reported in Table 3. Alongside
the mean value of the M3C2 estimate, its standard deviation is also
reported. The comparison between the lateral movements estimated from the M3C2 method and the total station are similar,
particularly for L1. Some differences are observed in the lateral
movements of springing points of L2. However, the total span
opening estimated by the M3C2 method and total station data
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Fig. 8. (a) Vertical displacements estimated for the slice T1 on 23.11.13 using the M3C2 method and total station data and (b) standard deviation of Z coordinates of points
used in M3C2 analyses.

Table 3
The lateral movements at western and eastern springing at the L1 and L2 sections.
Date

L1
L2

05.03.13
23.11.13
05.03.13
23.11.13

DX WS , west pier springing
lateral movement (mm)

DX ES , east pier springing
lateral movement

M3C2

Total Station

M3C2

Total Station

5.4 ± 3.5
7.7 ± 1.5
0.8 ± 3
5.3 ± 3.8

4.6 ± 3
8.5 ± 3
1.2 ± 3
10.2 ± 3

0.3 ± 2
2.6 ± 1.8
2.8 ± 1.2
1.8 ± 2.4

0.1 ± 3
3.2 ± 3
2.8 ± 3
4.9 ± 3

are similar. This validates the accuracy of using the M3C2 method
for estimating deflections of flat surfaces in the direction of their
surface normal.
3.2. Application of the PAM method
The Piecewise Alignment Method (PAM) registers segments of
point clouds to one another [17]. To do this, it uses the wellknown ICP (Iterative Closest Point) algorithm [30]. In the current
implementation, the ICP code that was written by [31] was modified for purpose.
As a result of the workflow presented in Table 2, small segments
of the slices L1 and L2 were obtained from the point clouds
obtained on three different dates. For instance, the 0.35 m long
vault segment that springs from the western pier, was named as
Segment 1 (see Fig. 5c). In the PAM, the ICP algorithm was applied
to the point clouds of Segment 1 from different dates. It is noteworthy that these point clouds ‘correspond’ to the same sections of the
vault, however, they may be slightly different. Two such point
clouds, representing the same segment at two different dates are
shown in Fig. 9a.
The ICP algorithm initiates by establishing correspondences
between points. In the absence of further information, the algorithm assumes that each point corresponds to its nearest neighbour in the other cloud. For instance, for the grey and black point
clouds shown in Fig. 9a, the closest distance for a point in the black
cloud can be found by projecting the surface normal from that
point to the grey cloud. These ‘corresponding’ points are then processed further and stored in a matrix. Once this is achieved for all
points, the singular value decomposition of the matrix is evaluated.
This provides the elementary rotations and translations required to
register the black point cloud to the grey point cloud. This process
is repeated until the black cloud converges to the grey cloud. This is
achieved typically within 5 iterations and the end result of the
application of the ICP algorithm is shown in Fig. 9b.
Fig. 10 shows the results of the application of the PAM method
to the before piling and after piling point cloud slices of L1.

M3C2 span change (mm)

Total station span change (mm)

5.1
5.1
2
3.5

4.7
5.3
4
5.2

Fig. 10a and b plot the calculated vertical and lateral displacements
of small point cloud segments along the longitudinal axis. Displacement data from total stations is also plotted for comparison.
Fig. 10c shows the in-plane rotation of segments while Fig. 10d
summarises the results by plotting the deflected shape.
The results in Fig. 10a and b demonstrate that the western
springing displacements calculated using the PAM method are very
different compared to the total station measurements. The vertical
movement is underestimated by about 20 mm by the PAM
method. At the same location, the PAM method predicts lateral
movements in the opposite direction to those indicated by the total
station data. The vertical and lateral movement measurements at
the crown and eastern springing points agree better. However,
the discontinuities in the lateral displacement trace are pronounced (for instance at X ¼ 3:5 m) and need further exploration.
The ICP method establishes an arbitrary correspondence
between point clouds by matching the nearest neighbouring points
between clouds. This results in the black point cloud moving
roughly in the direction of its surface normal to match the grey
cloud in Fig. 9a. As a result, the lower edges of the black and grey
clouds do not match in Fig. 9b. The same phenomenon is observed
in Fig. 10 for Segment 1, which springs from the western pier wall.
The undeformed point cloud moves 18 mm in the X direction and
15 mm in the Z direction to match the deformed point cloud. The
indicated movement is arbitrary and does not relate to the physical
movement of the segment. The observed discontinuities in the lateral displacement trace also arise from this arbitrary method of
establishing correspondences between clouds.
In order to correct these systematic errors, some modifications
are proposed to the PAM method in this study. These modifications
are aimed at ensuring that better correspondences are established
between points. This entails constraining the ICP to provide displacement continuity between different segments. The method
that was used to achieve this is given the name Iterative PAM
(IPAM), and is graphically explained in Fig. 9c and d.
Before starting the ICP algorithm, the undeformed black point
cloud is subjected to an initial alignment in the proposed IPAM
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X, lateral disp (mm)

Z, vertical disp (mm)

Fig. 9. (a-b) An application of the PAM method to a segment of the point cloud and (c-d) an application of the improved IPAM method to the same segment.
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Fig. 10. An application of the PAM method to the ‘before piling’ and ‘after piling’ point cloud slices L1 retrieved on 14.12.12 and 23.11.13. Calculated (a) vertical and (b) lateral
displacements, (c) in-plane rotations and (d) the deflected shape of L1 are shown.

approach (Fig. 9c). This initial alignment is based on the (partially)
known movement of a control point 1, which is located approximately in the middle of its ‘starting’ edge. For instance, for Segment
1, the lateral movement of the control point 1 can be estimated
from the lateral movement of the pier top, which was calculated
in Table 3. Alternatively, for an arbitrary segment j, the movement
of the control point 1 can be estimated from the movement of the
connecting edge of the adjoining segment j  1. If the ICP algorithm
is applied after this initial alignment, the rest of the black cloud
rotates about the control point to match the grey cloud while the

control point typically moves very little. However, if the control
point movement is altered during the ICP registration the initial
alignment is varied and the process repeated until the known
movement of the control point is recognised by the ICP algorithm.
The clouds registered using this procedure are shown in Fig. 9d. If
the black cloud registered using the proposed IPAM method is contrasted with the black cloud registered using the PAM method, it
can be seen that the proposed IPAM method causes the black cloud
to move further down. After the registration is complete, the
movement of control point 2, which is located approximately in
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Fig. 11. Schematic description of the proposed IPAM algorithm.

variation differs, but the variation is incrementally applied in steps
of 0.25 mm until a successful registration is achieved.
An implementation of the IPAM algorithm in MATLAB can be
found in an online open data repository, alongside the raw data
files used for the analyses in this paper (see Acknowledgements
section). The computational efficiency of the algorithm relies on
the specific ICP algorithms and parameters used for the IPAM
method [32] as well as the aforementioned constraints. However,
for this case study, each application of the ICP algorithm achieved
convergence in three-four iterations. In order to achieve displacement continuity between segments, the ICP algorithm was applied
iteratively on datasets with slightly different initial registrations
(see Fig. 11). On average, four iterations of initial registration were
necessary before achieving a registration that satisfied displacement constraints.
The specified constraints allow an efficient and accurate calculation of the displacements experienced by the structure using the
new IPAM method. This is demonstrated in Fig. 12, where the
method is applied to the before piling and after piling point cloud
0

X, lateral disp (mm)

Z, vertical disp (mm)

the middle of its ‘ending’ edge, is determined. This movement is
used to define the movement of the control point 1 of the next segment, and the process is repeated.
The schematic description of the proposed IPAM algorithm is
provided in Fig. 11. In the figure, the light and dark grey boxes
describe operations on the undeformed and deformed point clouds,
while the black boxes indicate operations on both clouds. Some
additional details concerning the numerical implementation of
the algorithm is provided in the figure. An important aspect is
the constraint values that are specified for determining if the ICP
registration has been successful. While iteratively registering each
segment, the algorithm checks if the movement of the control
point 1 of the current segment complies with the (partially) known
movement of the corresponding control point 2 of the previous
segment. If the calculated movements in the X and Z directions
are within 0.25 mm and 1 mm of the known movement, then the
algorithm accepts the registration and proceeds onto the next segment. If not, the initial alignment is varied by an amount of D in the
positive and negative X directions. At each step, the amount of
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Fig. 12. An application of the proposed IPAM method to the ‘before piling’ and ‘after piling’ point cloud slices L1 retrieved on 14.12.12 and 23.11.13. Calculated (a) vertical and
(b) lateral displacements, (c) in-plane rotations and (d) the deflected shape are shown.
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slices of L1. Compared to the previous methods, the proposed IPAM
method demonstrates a better agreement with the total station
data. In particular, the vertical and horizontal displacements
around the western springing point, which could not be reliably
estimated by the M3C2 and PAM methods, are captured with an
accuracy of 1 mm. The horizontal and vertical displacements at
the crown and eastern springing point displacements are also captured with a similar accuracy. Furthermore, it is also noteworthy
that the displacement discontinuities observed in Fig. 10 for the
PAM method, effectively disappear in Fig. 12. The stringent constraints that ensure vertical displacement continuity have resulted
in smooth vertical displacement profiles. The lateral displacement
continuity criteria were less stringent, and minor displacement
discontinuities are observed in Fig. 12b.
Having validated the accuracy of the proposed IPAM technique,
the following section investigates the structural implications of the
continuous displacement traces revealed using this method.

4. Investigation of structural response to settlements
4.1. Interpretation of structural response
The application of the proposed IPAM method to the ‘before
piling’ and ‘after piling’ point cloud slices of L1 revealed an interesting displacement trace in Fig. 12. In particular, the vertical displacement trace in Fig. 12a clearly shows three approximately
straight lines. This suggests that the vault accommodates the settlements by allowing three different macro-blocks to rotate with
respect to one another. This argument is supported further by
the in-plane rotation trace in Fig. 12c. Although the data is noisy,
three sections of data with different values of rotation are evident
in the trace. The western and eastern sections with X coordinates
0–2.15 m and 8–9.15 m rotate very little, whereas the central sec-

tion demonstrates a consistent in-plane rotation of approximately
0.45°.
Before exploring the structural implications of these displacement traces, it is useful to investigate if similar traces are observed
for point clouds from different dates. In Fig. 13a and b, the vertical
and horizontal displacement traces obtained using the proposed
IPAM method for the slice L1 are presented. The results from two
dates, where 50% and 100% of the piling work was completed, is
presented. In both data sets, the vertical displacement trace
appears to be constructed of three different straight lines. These
lines appear to meet at the coordinates X ¼ 2:15 m and X ¼ 8 m,
where changes of slope are observed in the vertical displacement
trace. In comparison, the magnitudes of lateral displacements are
significantly smaller, and a similar trace composed of three lines
is not observed for the ‘during’ piling point cloud.
Fig. 13c and d further investigate if a similar vertical displacement response is observed in both of the investigated slices L1
and L2. Their response on 05.03.13 is compared for this purpose.
It is at this piling stage that the responses may be expected to be
different, as the constructed piles are situated at the north, close
to L1 (see Fig. 1). However, the vertical displacement responses
are similar. As discussed earlier, this indicates that the settlements
due to piling were spread over a large area of the vault, resulting in
similar vertical displacement traces for L1 and L2. However, notable differences still exist between the settlement response at L1
and L2. In particular, the kink in the vertical displacement trace
is around X ¼ 2:5 m for L1 and X ¼ 2 m for L2. This may indicate
that the response mechanism in L1 and L2 is different. This can
be explained by the distinct lateral displacements observed in
these sections (see Fig. 13d). While significant lateral
displacements and notable span opening is observed for the L1 section, there appears to be negligible lateral movement for the L2
section. The influence on lateral displacements in inducing different mechanisms will be discussed later in Section 4.2.

Fig. 13. Vertical and horizontal displacements obtained by applying the proposed IPAM method to different point cloud slices from different dates. (a)-(b) Displacement
response ‘during’ and ‘after’ piling for slice L1 is shown alongside (c)-(d) a comparison of displacement response ‘during’ piling for slices L1 and L2.
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The continuous deformation profiles provided by the proposed
IPAM method are useful for evaluating the serviceability criteria,
which concern changes in vertical track alignment induced as a
result of support movements. The most significant differential vertical movements are observed in the after piling stage for L1. Here,
a differential settlement of 40 mm is observed between the hinge
locations at X ¼ 2:15 and X ¼ 8 m. This corresponds to a change
in gradient of approximately 0.45 degrees. This is a conservative
estimate of track vertical alignment change, the presence of fill
and ballast above the vault would result in smaller values. This
change is not considered critical for the operation of trains.
Track cant describes the elevation difference between the two
rails on a track and twist describes the change of cant along the
track. Due to the two-dimensional response, it is expected that
changes in track cant and twist will be minimal. In particular, for
assessing the changes in cant, the vertical displacements at crown
can be explored. There is significantly less fill over the crown (as
opposed to the springings), therefore the crown vertical displacements would more closely reflect vertical displacements at the
track level. By investigating the crown response along the transverse length of the arch in Fig. 14, it can be observed that the displacements are fairly uniform. Along the arch, the largest
differential settlements over a 1.4 m gauge would be approximately 3 mm (between the coordinates Y ¼ 10:7  12:1 m) which
would correspond to a cant change of 0.1 degrees. This change
would not be considered significant in terms of serviceability,
and no remedial work would be necessary.

equilibrium of the settling arch is formulated at each contact. This
equilibrium is subject to a number of constraints, which relate to
the limit analysis assumptions. There exists an infinite number of
equilibrium states, which can satisfy these constraints. However,
when an additional constraint which minimises the work done
by support forces for a virtual support displacement is specified,
a unique equilibrium state can be determined. For further details
concerning the mathematical formulation used in identifying this
mechanism, refer to [34].
The unique state which describes the equilibrium response of
the settling arch corresponds to a kinematic mechanism which features support movements. It is not possible to predict the small
displacements prior to this point [35], however, the following displacements can be estimated with kinematic analyses [5,6,36]. In
these analyses, macro blocks which are located between these
hinges are assumed rotate. To find the unknown rotation of these
blocks, small displacement theory is used. According to this theory,
the known horizontal and vertical differential support movements
Dph and Dpv (from the experienced or predicted displacements)
may be described as a function of the original hinge coordinates
(for hinge i, these coordinates are X i and Y i ) and the unknown
absolute rotations (for macro block j, this rotation is denoted by
hj ). This typically results in a system of one or two equations with
one or two unknowns, which has a unique solution. This system
can be expressed in matrix notation as follows:


p¼

4.2. Simple modelling of structural response

-5
-10
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-20
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Y, distance along transverse axis (m)
(a)

p ¼ ½Dph ; Dpv T . The other matrices in Eq. (2) are expressed differently for different cases. When there are two hinges, there is only
a single macro block rotating and h ¼ ½h1 , DX ¼ ½X 2  X 1  and
DY ¼ ½Y 2  Y 1 . For the case where three hinges are identified and
two macro-blocks rotate, the parameters are expressed as
h ¼ ½h1 ; h2 T , DX ¼ ½X 2  X 1 ; X 3  X 2  and DY ¼ ½Y 2  Y 1 ; Y 3  Y 2 .
Finally, a five hinge mechanism indicates the rotation of four
macro blocks. However, these rotations cannot be uniquely solved
with the information provided. In this case, it is assumed that the
1st and 5th hinges do not rotate, and the rotation at the other
hinges is identified using Eq. (2). Therefore, the parameters can
be given as follows: h ¼ ½h2 ; h3 T ; DX ¼ ½X 3  X 2 ; X 4  X 3  and DY ¼
½Y 3  Y 2 ; Y 4  Y 3 .
The kinematic analysis of arch displacements in response to
support movements is conducted using the geometry of Arch
E57, which was presented earlier in Fig. 2. Analyses were conducted for two specific cases. In the first case, the response of L1
after piling is modelled. In the second case, the response of L2 during piling is modelled. The support movements which were used

Standard deviation (mm)

Zc , crown vert disp (mm)

ð2Þ

where the differential support settlement matrix is defined as

The support movements of Arch E57 did not affect the serviceability of the track. Therefore, reliably assessing the structural
damage of the vault remains the main concern. In this section,
the arch response to settlements is described with simple mechanical models.
The deformation profiles presented in Section 4.1 demonstrated
that the arch was responding as a 2D mechanism in its longitudinal
direction, therefore the damage is expected to concentrate in this
direction. To model this behaviour, classical limit analysis assumptions may be utilised [33]. These assumptions are (i) masonry does
not exhibit sliding and (ii) it has infinite compressive strength and
(iii) zero tensile strength. As a result, the loads are transferred
through the structure via a thrust line. To sustain support movements, thrust line migrates to the intrados and extrados of the
arch, forming hinges. These hinges provide rotational releases,
leading to a kinematic mechanism, where assemblies of rigid bodies rotate with respect to one another.
To identify the kinematic mechanism of the arch, the commercial software RING by Limit State is utilised. In this software, force
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Fig. 14. (a) Vertical displacements estimated for the crown during piling on 05.03.13 and after piling on 23.11.13 using the M3C2 method (data is filtered) and (b) standard
deviation of points used in M3C2 analyses.
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for the analyses were determined from the total station data. The
vertical and horizontal displacement profiles of the intrados of
the arch obtained from these analyses are compared with proposed
IPAM results in Fig. 15.
The model results and the IPAM data in Fig. 15 demonstrate a
good agreement. In particular, all vertical displacement traces feature three straight lines with different slopes. It is noteworthy that
all of the analyses and the IPAM results indicate the formation of
an extrados hinge at X ¼ 2:15 m. Fig. 2 indicates that this hinge
is located at the upper end of the backing above the piers. In addition, the analyses indicate another hinge formation on the eastern
side of the arch. In Fig. 15a, this intrados hinge is observed at
X ¼ 7:2 m, and in Fig. 15c, it is observed at X ¼ 8:2 m. A qualitatively similar phenomenon is observed in the IPAM data, although
the indicated hinge locations are closer to the eastern springing
point.
The lateral displacement traces predicted by analyses and estimated by IPAM are also presented in Fig. 15. The results are similar,
and the analyses predict the observed displacements with millimetric accuracy. In particular, the sudden jump in the lateral displacement trace at the coordinate X ¼ 2:15 m refers to crack
opening in the extrados hinge. In Fig. 15b and 15d, respective
jumps of 5 mm and 2.5 mm are recorded. A smaller jump in the
traces is observed for the IPAM data around the same location. A
potential reason for this disagreement may be due to the diffuse
hinging in the arch, or the displacement continuity that is enforced
in the IPAM method (see Section 3.2).
4.3. Assessment of settlement-induced damage
For planning ground works (e.g. open excavation, tunnelling)
near vaulted masonry structures, an assessment of settlementinduced structural damage is often necessary. As discussed earlier
in Section 1, it is desirable to propose simple models, which can
provide a preliminary but relevant indication of this damage. Section 4.2 proposed the use of simple limit analyses of masonry
arches to estimate the longitudinal response of a settling masonry

arch in lieu of elastic deep beam models. The improved agreement
between the field displacement data and the analyses validated the
ability of limit analyses to capture structural response to settlements. In this section, the limit analysis modelling technique is
used to quantify damage in a masonry vault for a range of support
movement scenarios.
For preliminary analyses, settlement-induced damage can be
quantified by evaluating how easy it is to repair the observed damage. In his seminal work, Burland [1] correlated this notion of ‘ease
of repair’, with the size and extent of cracking that is observed in a
structure. According to this approach, in the case of very slight
damage, fine cracks, smaller than 1 mm in width, are observed.
These cracks can be easily treated. However, in the case of moderate damage, up to 15 mm cracking may be observed, which might
affect weathertightness and will require repointing. This standard
and preliminary definition of damage for buildings is also utilised
herein for masonry arch bridges. While a dedicated consideration
of ease of repair would be useful for masonry arch bridges, using
Burland’s damage assessment tables is sufficient for a preliminary
damage classification. This is particularly true for negligible to
moderate levels of damage where the cracking is small and repairs
are related to local fixes to cracks and drainage systems.
Using the limit analyses, it is possible to determine the crack
opening in a simple manner. Crack opening can be defined as the
relative rotation in a joint (rotation between bricks or stone voussoirs in a hinge) multiplied by the total depth of the arch. For
instance, for the slice L1 which was examined earlier in Fig. 15,
the maximum relative rotation between segments is determined
as 0.45° after piling. This corresponds to a crack opening of approximately 6 mm at the extrados hinge, which can be classified as
moderate damage.
For the investigated Arch E57, a number of hypothetical cases
can be explored to determine the influence of different support
movements on the arch response mechanisms. This is explored
in Fig. 16. The investigated cases include the arch span closing
and opening (Cases 1 & 6), arch settling vertically (Case 2) and a
combination of these support movements (Cases 3–5). In this fig-

Fig. 15. Vertical and horizontal displacements obtained by applying the proposed IPAM method to the ‘point cloud slices and by kinematic mechanism analyses. (a)-(b)
Displacement response ‘during’ and ‘after’ piling for slice L1 is shown alongside (c)-(d) a comparison of response ‘during’ piling for slices L1 and L2.
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ure, the vertical and horizontal differential support movements are
denoted by Dph and Dpv (in mm), while the maximum magnitude
of the relative rotation at any hinge (rotation between separating
brick or voussoirs) is given by maxðjDhrel jÞ (in °). The identified
mechanism is independent of the magnitude of displacements
Dph and Dpv (see Section 3 for a description of how the mechanism
is determined in the RING software), however, their ratio is critical.
Therefore, specifying a vertical differential displacement of 1 mm
or 5 mm vertical displacement yields the same mechanism, but
with different relative rotation and crack opening. In Fig. 16, a total
relative support displacement of 1 mm was applied for each case
and this was partitioned between horizontal and vertical support
movements. Within this context, a value of Dph ¼ 1 for Case 1
shows 1 mm of arch span closing due to horizontal movements,
with no relative vertical support movement. In the deflected shape
representations, the dots show the hinge locations and the line
inside the arch shows the calculated thrust line.
Fig. 16 covers support movement scenarios which were investigated earlier in the paper for sections L1 and L2. These are similar to
Cases 3 and 4, where the arch is primarily settling, but the arch span
is opening (e.g. piers are spreading) at the same time. Upon inspection, it can be observed that hinge locations vary significantly to
allow for different support movements, and this causes changes in
the expected crack opening. Two other cases, Cases 5 and 6, discuss
the arch span opening response. Case 5 is interesting as it demonstrates that the support movements may be accommodated with
only two hinges. Case 6 shows the well-known three hinge span
opening mechanism where intrados hinges are located at springing
points and the extrados hinge is located at the crown. This mechanism engages the whole arch and causes maximum relative rotations of 0.02 degrees at the extrados hinge for 1 mm span opening.
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In contrast, Cases 1 and 2 of Fig. 16, where the span closing is
dominant, demonstrate a five hinge mechanism instead of the
well-known 3 hinge closing mechanism [33]. This difference may
be due to a modelling assumption. In the Limit State Ring software,
an extrados hinge will not form at levels where the arch is supported by backing. As a result of this, the hinge migrates to the
top of the backing level. Therefore, large rotations need to be activated to accommodate support movements and the indicated
hinge rotations for Cases 1 and 2 are an order of magnitude higher
than the other cases. This finding indicates that span closing is
potentially the most damaging support movement for the masonry
arch. However, further field data is required to validate these
models. Alternative response mechanisms which involve the rigid
body rotation of the stiff pier top and which are not considered
by limit analysis software, may be activated during support
movements [37].
Fig. 16 demonstrated that it is possible to conservatively quantify the damage in Arch E57 for a range of support movements. This
is achieved with a new damage map in Fig. 17. Here, the damage is
assumed to be correlated with the maximum crack opening. An
upper bound of 1, 5, 15 and 25 mm crack opening is specified for
very slight, slight, moderate and severe damage states according
to Burland’s damage assessment method [1]. Then, the support
movements which cause these damage states are identified using
the limit analyses for different combinations of support movements. These include the cases examined in Fig. 16, which are
highlighted with magenta data points in Fig. 17. More specifically,
these points show the horizontal strain and deflection ratios
required to cause severe damage for the generic combination of
support movements indicated in Fig. 16. It is useful to note that
the non-dimensional deflection ratio and horizontal strain

Fig. 16. Schematic representation of the mechanism analysis of Arch E57 for different scenarios of support movements.
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Fig. 17. Damage prediction maps produced using limit analyses which correlate damage states to different scenarios of support movements, described by deflection ratio and
horizontal strain parameters.

parameters were defined earlier in Section 2. Deflection ratio is
defined as relative vertical support displacement normalised by
span, DLpv while, the horizontal strain is defined as relative horizontal support movement normalised by span DLph .
The damage map quantifies the dominating influence of horizontal support movements in dictating the response mechanisms. This
is particularly true for negative horizontal strains (arch span closing). Cases 1 and 2 in Fig. 16 experienced similar mechanisms,
despite the significant vertical movements in Case 2. In addition,
many different response mechanisms are identified for the combination of span opening and vertical settlement cases. In addition,
Fig. 17 demonstrates that the arch can accommodate larger support
movements for particular combinations of horizontal and vertical
displacements than for purely vertical displacements. Finally, two
data points on Fig. 17 describe the damage predictions for Arch
E57. These indicate that the damage progresses from slight to moderate with the progression of piling works. If these predicted damage states are contrasted with the ‘very slight’ damage state
obtained using the existing assessment techniques (see Section 2),
the improved accuracy of the proposed assessment technique can
be noted.
5. Conclusions
This paper developed new monitoring and assessment techniques to describe the influence of support movements on the
structural response of masonry vaults. First, point cloud monitoring techniques were explored. The main advantage of these methods over existing monitoring techniques is their ability to provide
continuous deformation profiles. It was determined that the M3C2
method, which calculates the distance between point clouds, was
reliable when calculating the surface normal movements of flat
objects. Therefore the M3C2 method was used to calculate the lateral movement of piers in the longitudinal plane and vertical
movement profiles at the crown in the transverse plane. In
addition, a new method called the IPAM method was developed
for determining the three dimensional displacement fields to
describe the longitudinal response of the vault. New information
concerning track deformations and vault kinematic mechanisms
could be gathered using this new method, enabling the reliable

estimation of serviceability and damage states on the basis of monitoring data.
Simple limit analysis models were used to simulate the critical
longitudinal settlement response of vaults. The comparisons
between the model results and the IPAM derived movement data
suggested a good agreement. The analysis results were then generalised by modelling a range of support movement scenarios, and
plotting them in assessment maps which quantify damage for
any given support movement. The ability of these maps to reliably
estimate the emerging crack magnitudes for the investigated cases
represented a marked improvement on the existing preliminary
assessment techniques.
While the current paper proposes a new method to observe displacements of the vault using multiple point clouds gathered during the settlements, sometimes this data is not available. In
particular, when assessing masonry bridges, engineers often have
to understand the influence of past settlements on the load carrying capacity of a masonry arch. For this purpose, the authors’ ongoing work investigates inferring past support displacements from
the distorted arch geometry obtained from a single point cloud
of the structure.
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